SITE REPORT #2B

Based on your observations at the Brooklyn Museum, develop a complex research question about the relationship between 1 piece of art that you viewed and a social or political issue.

Remember, your research question should be specific and researchable.

Research Question:

Are the differences in people a celebration or a cause of problems?

Find 2 sources. *For this report, one of your sources MUST be an academic journal article. Your other source can be a news article, internet source, or book.

1 source should have to do with the artwork, artist, artistic style, or some element of the work you chose. For example, if you were interested in learning more about realistic photography depicting women engaged in domestic activities, you might search for sources about “domestic imagery AND photography” or “realistic photography” rather than sources about the specific artist.

1 source should be about the social / political issue that is articulated in your research question. This source may or may not have to do with art.

Write an MLA citation for each source:

Source 1

Source 2
Describe the process you used to find these sources including any **keywords** and the **specific search engine or tool** you used to search.

Went on City tech library and used EBSCO. Selected articles only. Keywords: Guerrilla Girl, Discrimination, Race Discrimination, Celebration, Problem.

In a sentence or 2, describe the main point of each source. Then consider: how do these sources address all or part of your research question?

**Source 1**

*This source talks about the appearance of protest in places like the Guggenheim Museum about discrimination.*

**Source 2**

*This source talks about Black History Month as a act to the world of love without any discrimination those race, merit, or race.*

Describe ways the two sources you chose are similar and different. Would it be difficult to integrate these two sources into a single writing assignment? Why or why not?

They both talk about different types of discrimination but each one is important as you can’t cause a problem just because someone is different. It wouldn’t be hard to put both articles into a single writing assignment as they are still both relatable in many ways.

What other sources or further information would you need to answer your question? Where would you look for that information?

Possible get a book of discrimination as a whole world wide problem. I would look in libraries as well as archives.